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Daywalker Brynne Kirkland survived a hellish upbringing as a product of a madman&apos;s lab.

Tough, driven, and devoted to her work in law enforcement, Brynne has never dared to risk opening

her heart to anyone--least of all a handsome immortal from a world on the verge of war against

hers.Atlantean warrior Zael left the intrigue of his realm several lifetimes ago, along with the battles

he fought as one of the queen&apos;s legion. As a free-spirited loner walking the fringe of two

worlds--that of his secretive and powerful people, and the outside world belonging to mankind and

the Breed--it was never his intention to return to combat and bloodshed. Nor had he imagined that

he might ever be tempted into anything stronger than desire . . . until he meets Brynne.Thrust

together as allies of the Order in the fight against a diabolical enemy, Zael and Brynne embark on a

mission that will ultimately force them to decide between duty to their people, and a passion that

defies all bounds.
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OUTSTANDING!! Addition to the Midnight Breed Series. Bk 14 Defy The Dawn picks up a few days



after Bound To Darkness. This is Ekizael the Atlantean Warrior who is thousands of years old and

Brynne Kirkland the Ancient Gen 1 Breed and Breed Mate.The wars against The Order is waging

with Opus that have just bombed the JUSTIS Headquarters in London. Zael and Brynne travel to

Washington D.C. to The Orders Headquaters. The order is under attack by many forces including

the crazy Atlantean Queen. Some of the Atlanteans have fractured and stop following the Queen

and Zael is one of them. He IS asked by Lucan Thorne to join The Order and to ally some of the

other Atlantean Colonies to aid them in fighting these terrorist groups.Zael and Brynne try to deny

the attractions to one another, but soon give in and let me tell you they have one Hot Sexy,

Romantic Sensual relationship turning into an undeniable love.Defy The Dawn is action packed. A

page turner. Creative writing an well developed storyline. Lara Adrian never lets her Fans down.

She just keeps expanding the Amazing World of The Midnight Breed and adding new an creative

Characters such as the Atlanteans to the storyline!! She is just Amazing!! I Highly Recommend The

entire Midnight Breed series Defy The Dawn is Outstanding!! Oh and I Loved catching up with the

original Midnight Breeds The Order and all there warrior wives and now adult children.

I love this series, and received for a review. I have been waiting on Zael's book! My goodness

Brynne and Zael are going to be hot! Brynne career imploded when Justis found out she was siding

with the Order. Zael and Brynne are front and center when the Justis headquarters went down.

Opus Nostrum wastes no time claiming responsibility for the attacks. The Order is also dealing with

the Queen Selene of the Atlanteans.This author never fails to suck me back in to this story. I love all

the connections. How the story builds. I love the angst, and the jealousy Brynne feels. It is so fun to

read!When Zael discovers her secret, he can't walk away. He wants to take care of her, and she

can't help but fall into him.Zael leads Selene to the order where they are fast learning she is crazy.

She has decided to take the Order down.This book was so good, and with peace being on

everyone's mind. They all need to come together to fight. I can't wait for the next one!

A great continuation of the Midnight Breed. Wonderful characters and world building. Thank you for

all the quick references to the past n the beginning of the book. It helps so much to have the whole

picture filled in. With so many series favorites out there this helps immensely. This is one of my top

ten favorite fantasies so I have enjoyed this one that much more!!! Always a fan!!!!

Defy The Dawn is the 14th book in the Midnight Breed series and is an awesome read. I couldn't put

the book down. I loved Brynne and Zael's story. The book gives more insight of the colony. At first



Brynne tries to push Zael away, but he won't let that happen. I look forward to reading more of Mrs.

Lara's books.

Once again, Lara Adrian does not disappoint. After this many books in the series, some series

become formulaic. Not so with the Midnight Breed. In this book, a whole new world and new

characters are opened up to us, giving us the promise of more to come, and many favorite

characters from the prior books make an appearance as well, and contribute to the storyline.Brynne

Kirkland, a JUSTIS agent, and Zael, an Atlantean (who we found out in the last book is Dylan's

father) have a mutual attraction. What holds Brynne back? Her nightmarish secret of her upbringing

including the manipulation of her DNA by Dragos. She is a daywalker like her half sister, Tavia

Chase, but hides a much darker secret. One she is determined not to allow Zael, or anyone else, to

discover.The story takes us from London to DC, to the secret world of Atlantis, to Rome, and each

time the reader can picture the locale due to the rich detail and masterful writing. It's hot and erotic,

full of action and intrigue.It's a page turner - I read it in one sitting. It's a don't miss!Honest review

given in exchange for ARC copy provided.

NUMBER OF HEARTS: 3 3/4It was good to be back in the Midnight Breed world. This has always

been one of my favorite series and I am so happy that Ms. Adrian has continued this series. I was

really happy to learn that Defy the Dawn was going to be Zaelâ€™s story. We have learned a lot

about the Atlantean warrior over the last few books in the new world. But now we get an up close

and personally experience with him. We also get to learn a lot more about the Atlanteanâ€™s world

and what happened to them when the original Gen Oneâ€™s showed up on earth.We meet Brynne

in the last book and learned about her also. But there were still a lot of questions about who and

what she was. We do get to learn more about who she is and what she maybe. But I felt like there is

more to Brynne then we know.Defy the Dawn brings to light a whole new dimension to the battle

that the Breeds are facing. Now they have two enemies gunning for them. Ms. Adrian has made the

Breedâ€™s future a scary one but I have faith that they will prevail and kick their enemies butts!! I

canâ€™t wait to see who and what is next in this series.Disclaimer:I purchased this book and this

review is my own opinion and not a paid review.
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